W. Australia Make 108

W. Indies 133-5

From HAROLD DALE

The West Indies have performed the latest in cricket disasters—having been skittled out in their first innings they more than skittled West Australia and then began to just skittle all over again. Everybody has given up trying to work out the reasons for all of this life. And in everything! I include John Goddard, who today was almost as bad as he was in Sydney, for while he might have had a chance of surviving the first innings, he was then out for 38 in the second. One cannot help feeling that quite a bit of this is personal. John Trim has been the hero of the West Indies tour, and it is hard to know how many more times he will have to come out there in the future. The match was his 100th appearance for the West Indies, and it is hard to believe that he will have to do much more of this sort.

No-Share-out Shock For County Cricket


The Topic of Last Week

Labour V Dance Attracts Crowd

The meeting had been called for improving same.